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1.0 About
Token Logic is an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) cloud

expensive computers, no confusing buzzwords—simply

investment platform that finally enables ICO investors

sit back and relax as your investment is handled by the

of every ability level to make and monitor ICO

world’s best ICO analysts, investors and forecasters.

investment moves with the best available foresight and
highest chances of financial success. Advanced AI is
drawn upon during this process—but it’s no mere robot
overseeing your funds.
Token Logic’s world-leading blockchain startup and
crypto analysts, investors and forecasters step up to
guide your investments, dispersing them intelligently
across each of the world’s countless ICOs we deem
the most profitable.
From our Hong Kong base, we conduct total vigilance
across the shifting ICO landscape and channel every
possible profit into your pocket. Our entire team
thrives off maximizing your income via wise ICO
investments, as well as providing you with industrytopping daily interest rates direct to user wallets.
With so many ICOs released it is impossible to enforce
standards or guarantee completion at al—so how
do you know which to invest in and which to avoid?
Whether by intentional scam, unforeseen error or
simple market hiccup, the ICO is a temperamental
beast and daunting investment. Not every ICO leads to
richness. And many have learned this the hard way.
Now master this exclusive realm with Token Logic by
investing in the very best ICOs and privatized presales. And avoid hours researching market forecasts
and sleepless nights watching savings evaporate. No

[S]imply sit back and
relax as your investment
is handled by the world’s
best ICO analysts,
investors and forecasters.
A potent ICO will have a strong vision, real support,
that indescribable feeling of a genius concept, that
sense of some fresh difference. Avoid the endless
pitfalls that catch out the amateur ICO investor and
enjoy the glory that is out there. No concerns about
anonymous teams, irregular forecasting, dubious
credentials, illogical roadmaps or the chance your
investment will vanish altogether.
Collect leading daily interest rates. Make expert moves
braver yet safer than you ever would. would ever
make. Meet like-minded individuals in a vibrant global
community. Benefit from exclusive competitions,
giveaways, industry exclusives, and much more. And
enjoy simple, instant funds withdrawal at all times.
No contracts, no stress, no scams. Just interest,
success and satisfaction. Don’t bodge it—use Token
Logic for ICO investment success.
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1.1

Roadmap

The road to Token Logic’s launch has been a thrilling journey for everyone involved.
From our executive team to independent contributors, every role has been vital in
achieving the world’s leading ICO cloud investment platform.
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1.2 Our Team

Token Logic is proud to provide market-leading
interest figures and it is all possible thanks
to the belief held in our international pro ICO
investment team.

F ra n k H e r m a n (C E O)

G é rar d L a m b e rt (C T O)

E va L arso n (C I O)

Frank is the visionary leader of

Gérard is the man in the lab coat

Eva provides her unique brand

the Token Logic team. Regarded

governing each of Token Logic’s

of expertise across Token

throughout the crypto realm, he

scientific and technological

Logic’s many internal business

is responsible for every major

advances. He runs the platform’s

technologies. She also heads

platform development, and for

busy R&D sector, overseeing

the ongoing maintenance of its

managing global operations

every advance with trademark

infrastructure, guaranteeing the

and resources.

enthusiasm.

smoothest experience for all users.
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2.0 Invest
Token Logic provides a range of ICO investment

For investments of 0.001 – 10 BTC you will enjoy 3%

plans to suit the needs of every user. We guarantee

interest payments for consecutive 50 days after

our users a swift 150% total return on every

investment.

investment. It has never been simpler and more
profitable to engage in the thrilling world of ICO
investment. From first-time investors making small
deposits to experienced ICO supporters tapping into
the benefits of bigger investments.

In addition to this original investment plan, Token Logic
presents two more popular plans to meet the needs of
our larger-scale investors.
Those making deposits of 0.1 – 20 BTC will enjoy a
3.75% daily interest rate for 40 consecutive days.

2.1 Plan Overview

While those depositing 0.5 – 100 BTC will enjoy
our most exclusive daily interest rate of 5% for 30

Every Token Logic ICO investment contract runs for
30 – 50 calendar days and your principal is included
in daily interest. After each investment—and with the
principal sum included in daily payments—you will
receive a significant total return of 150% with 50%
net profit!
Here is how our original investment plan works:

consecutive days.
The scale is simple: the more you invest, the faster you
receive your 150% total return. Each of Token Logic’s
three investment plans can be individually applied to
as many ICO investments as you wish, providing total
flexibility and boosted profitability
the Token Logic way.
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Deposits to your Token Logic account can be made
in BitCoin as well as Ethereum, LiteCoin, BitCoin
Cash, Doge, and Dash. Withdrawals are instant for
BitCoin, Doge and Litecoin, for others within 24 hours.
Withdrawals in BitCoin, Doge and Litecoin are instant
while other may take up to 24 hours.

3.0 Partnership
There are many ways we make your Token Logic
experience as rewarding as can be. We appreciate all
you do to spread word of our platform and one way we
show our gratitude is through our official Affiliate and
Bounty Programs.

3.1 Two-Tier Affiliate System
Our structured Affiliate Program (4% regular affiliate
commission & 8% representatives commission)
provides you with additional options to earn and
profit with us. In your account referrals section you
will find your affiliate link and can share this with
others. When new members use your link to register
they automatically become your referral. From this
point, you will earn commission from your referrals’

Every user enjoys the
perks of our base Affiliate
Program—simply get
referring to enjoy a
4% referral reward on
any amount that your
referrals deposit.

contributions. It couldn’t be simpler! Double up on your
regular Affiliate Program perks by becoming a Token

BTC as a symbol of our thanks. And there is no limit

Logic Representative. This will bring you a potent 8%

to the amount of times that you can do this, so spread

on every referral’s investment!

the word of Token Logic as far and wide as you can

Every user enjoys the perks of our base Affiliate

and see the rewards roll in!

Program—simply get referring to enjoy a 4% referral

To become a Representative you should possess

reward on any amount that your referrals deposit.

a significant public audience, whether that be as a

So if your friend deposits 1 BTC, you will receive 0.04

social media influencer or by other means.
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If that describes you and you wish to use your status

When we launched Token Logic, one of our imperatives

to share the magic of Token Logic, simply write

was to provide our team with a work environment

us a message explaining how you believe you can

that ensures a joyful experience. For this reason, we

contribute to our positive global impact. Send your

endeavour to provide a range of benefits to every

message to support@tokenlogic.co and include your

member of the Token Logic family.

full name, Token Logic username, and country.
We will get back to you within 24 hours.

3.2 Bounty Campaigns

Benefits:
•

30 days annual leave and 12 week maternity/
paternity leave

Token Logic runs a sequence of Token Logic Bounty
Campaigns that enable all users to gain extra awards

•

percentage of earnings into Token Logic

by completing the tasks listed on our Bounty page. We
love everything you guys do to spread word of

•

Representative-level rewards available to every
employee Token Logic account

our platform—use the #tokenlogic hashtag so as
many as possible discover your great work!

Option to be paid in BTC and to channel

•

Flexible working hours to meet your individual
efficiencies

3.3 Careers

•

Full medical, dental and pension scheme

Joining our team is a fantastic way to further a career

•

Extensive social calendar with events, trips,
competitions and more.

in the blockchain technology sectors and comes with
a fantastic range of perks, so why not give it a go?

•

Option to work remotely

The Token Logic team is spread globally and growing

•

Available Roles

•

Simply select a role then send an application

fast. Expect to see roles arise in the fields of blockchain
expertise, IT support, backend development, social
media management and many more.

explaining why you suit the position, your
expected salary and potential start date to us

However, we love the unexpected and are considering

at support@tokenlogic.co. We look forward to

all skill-sets as we continue to compile one of the

receiving your applications.

world’s most accomplished teams to support Token
Logic’s ongoing expansion. So if you would like to
join Token Logic then do not hesitate to write us a
message detailing what you offer.
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4.0 Getting Started
There is no better way to penetrate the thrilling

Learn from them, from like-minded individuals

realm of top-level Initial Coin Offering (ICO) cloud

in our community, from our Telegram group and

investment than with Token Logic. And it could not be

many more resources we shall provide.

simpler, either.
a.

Learn from them, from
like-minded individuals
in our community, from
our Telegram group and
many more resources
we shall provide.

Open your Free Token Logic Account
It could not be swifter to open your totally free
Token Logic investment account. It does not
matter in which country you reside, either—Token
Logic prides itself on global customer inclusivity
and so we welcome you to our ever-growing
worldwide community of investors already
delighted by our free investment account format.
To sign up, just click Register and fill out your
details. A second later, you’re all done. Signing up
to a new lifestyle of lucrative ICO investments is
every bit as easy as that with Token Logic.

b.

c.

Launch an Investment
All of your ICO investment contracts with Token

Discover Our Services

Logic can be carried out simply and safely from

We always would suggest that for your peace of

opened. The scale is simple: the more you invest,

mind—as well as enjoyment of the profits you are

the faster you receive your 150% total return.

generating—that you read up on the subject of
ICOs and ICO investment. For now, we’ll fill you in
with the basics, which we assure you is more than
enough info to begin tapping into Token Logic’s

your personal investment account that you just

Each of Token Logic’s three investment plans can
be individually applied to as many ICO investments
as you wish, providing total flexibility and boosted

profitability.

profitability the Token Logic way. Deposits to your

As you keep using the platform, we guarantee your

well as Ethereum, LiteCoin, BitCoin Cash, Doge,

ICO knowledge will improve exponentially until you

and Dash.

Token Logic account can be made in BitCoin as

are just as much of an expert as our team.
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d.

Withdraw Your Earnings

f.

Bounty Campaigns

Every Token Logic investor can enjoy

On top of that, we present a sequence of Token

withdrawals at any time they are desired.

Logic Bounty Campaigns that enable all users to

The minimum withdrawal amount possible is

gain extra awards by completing the tasks listed

0.0005 BTC and there is no fee for withdrawals.

on our Bounty page. Check it out!

Withdrawals in BitCoin, Doge and Litecoin are
instant, other cryptocurrencies may take up to
24 hours to reach your account.
e.

Join our Affiliate Program
At Token Logic, our primary goal is to make your
investment experience as pleasurable as can be.

F ra n k H e r m a n (C E O)

A big part of that is providing every Token
Logic user with access to our bountiful Affiliate
program.
For every fellow investor you attract you will
earn 4% proportionate to their investment.
You can also double up on our regular Affiliate
Program by applying to become a Token Logic
Representative. This latter program will bring
you 8% on every referred investor’s investment!
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